LOYALIST ASSOCIATION of WORKERS
N IRELAND: SEPTEMBER 1969

ENROLMENT FORM

THE OBJECTS of the Association shall be the
Maintaining of Northern Ireland as an Integral part
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain. The
upholding of the present Constitution of Northern
Ireland. The Uniting of All Loyalist Workers and
the strengthening thereof to oppose all Influences
detrimental to Northern Ireland and our Loyalist
Heritage.

FILL IN THIS APPLICATION FORM NOW
ENTRANCE FEE 5 P

I........................................................................................................

Address..............................................................................................

..............................................................................................

Must be 18 years of Age and over
Wish to become a member of the above Association
and agree to accept the terms of membership.

FOR OFFICE USE

Application received on........................................

PASSED by committee on ............... ....

Other information ....................................................

........................................................

LOYALISTS UNITE & FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHT